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Abstract
Recent debates about qualitative methods have discussed the relative
limitations and contributions of interviews in comparison to surveys and
participant observation. These discussions have rarely considered how
ethnographers themselves use interviews as part of their work. We suggest
that Lizardo’s discussion of three modes of culture (declarative, nondeclarative, and public) help us to understand the separate contributions of
observation and interviews, with ethnographic interviews an especially
helpful means of accessing different cultural modes. We also argue that
Lizardo’s conception of public culture should be divided into meso- and
macrolevels and that this division helps to show the differing contributions of
interviews within and without an ethnographic context. Developing our
argument with data from the second author’s ethnographic research and
analysis of other scholars’ ethnographies, we show how research that uses
ethnographic interviews can help sociologists better understand how these
four cultural modes interact.
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Recent critiques of the social scientific use of interviews in comparison to
surveys (Vaisey 2009) and ethnography (Duneier 2007; Jerolmack and Khan
2014) can miss the important role interviews play in understanding not only
how actors think about and process events through particular cultural structures (Kitsuse 1962; Cicourel 1982; Lamont 1992; Lamont and Swidler
2014; Maynard and Schaeffer 2000; Pugh 2013; Swidler 2001; Viterna and
Maynard 2002) but also how interviews can function within ethnographic
work to reveal culture interactions more complex than standard binaries of
saying versus doing.
In this article, we use Lizardo’s (2017) recent work on different modes of
culture to describe how ethnographic interviews help scholars to distinguish
between what Lizardo calls declarative, nondeclarative, and public modes of
culture. Although Lizardo does not define “modes of culture,” we understand
this concept to encapsulate different ways of experiencing, encoding, and
expressing cultural knowledge. We also argue that Lizardo’s work, like much
sociological analysis, presumes a dichotomy between broad macro-level
cultural structures and individual-level cognition; we resolve this lacuna
by dividing Lizardo’s concept of public culture into two levels: the meso
and the macro. This division between meso and macro allows sociologists to
better articulate the difference between interviews with and without ethnographic context. Interviews outside of an ethnography are by no means
simply “cheap” talk: They are able to examine the interactions of the macropublic with the private declarative. However, it is only interviews within an
ethnographic context that give scholars access to each cultural mode.
While Lizardo’s argument is sensitive to the complex ways in which an
individual can learn both knowledge that and knowledge how (Ryle 1945–
1946), it is less sensitive to the space between what he calls “public culture”
and individual culture. Ethnographic interviews—that is, interviews conducted within a specific social location—help to fill this gap. As Lizardo
(2017:96) himself hints, his concept of “public culture” is exceedingly broad,
and it cannot distinguish between broad “public” culture and what we refer to
here as “meso-level” public culture, that is, culture that is contained within a
specific social location. We distinguish this from macro-level public culture,
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which is often what is revealed in sociological work based entirely on
interviews.
Of course, interviews are often a part of ethnographic research. Indeed,
there are very few ethnographies that do not entail at least some conversations between the ethnographer and her research subjects regarding her
research questions, as we will discuss further below. Those conversations
might or might not be recorded, scheduled, and systematic, yet most ethnographers feel a need to talk to people rather than simply to watch them.
Lizardo’s article helps to articulate why this triangulation matters: Observation and conversation help sociologists to understand the interactions
between different cultural modes. Yet, we would suggest that Lizardo’s
distinction does not go far enough to show the specific mode of the mesolevel in public culture, and we would further suggest that an important role of
ethnographic interviews is to reveal how this meso-level public culture interacts with the other modes Lizardo describes.
Interviews do not necessarily require this ethnographic context to produce
reliable data. As Pugh (2013) describes, only the most naive interviewer
believes she is simply gaining access to information: The interview instead
ought to be regarded as a social experience with moments of interaction
between ideas, emotions, and cultural frames (Wuthnow 2011). While various scholars have recently defended the interview methodology along these
lines (Cerulo 2014; Pugh 2013), they have generally continued to describe
interviews as analytically and methodologically distinct from ethnography.
In contrast, this article describes how and why interviews within the context
of an ethnography help scholars to reveal the meso-level of public culture
and its interactions with other cultural modes.
For Lizardo, the declarative and nondeclarative modes of culture are both
cognitive cultural domains contained within the individual, although they are
contained in different mental locations and built upon different kinds of
learning. Declarative culture is rooted in language or other symbolic forms
and can be learned quickly but tends to involve judgment and reason to
access; nondeclarative culture is rooted in bodily practice and requires more
time to internalize. These cultural modes can be redundant, and it is just as
possible that someone might be able to say but not do as they might be able to
do but not say.
It is also worth pointing out here that while Lizardo is primarily focused
on the personal quality of declarative and nondeclarative culture, the idea of
a wholly “personal” culture is something of an oxymoron, in a sense similar
to Wittgenstein’s (2009) denial of the possibility of a private language.
Personal declarative culture and nondeclarative culture are those elements
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of the culture contained within a person, whether their memories or future
plans, their speech or thoughts, and their bodily activities or bodies themselves. Yet actual culture—whether practiced declaratively or nondeclaratively—is necessarily at once public and personal; otherwise, it is hard to
recognize it as culture, for, despite its multitudinous definitions, “culture” is
nearly always understood as something with a social basis (Durkheim 1995;
Mears 2014; Mohr and Ghaziani 2014).
What is important about Lizardo’s work is how he shows that declarative
and nondeclarative cultural modes are both experienced (by research subjects) and observed and interpreted (by sociologists) differently. As Lizardo
and others show, certain methodologies are better at accessing certain modes
of culture: interviews, with their attention to speech acts, can better observe
the declarative, while ethnography with its attention to observation and
experience—and, to some extent, surveys (Vaisey 2009)—can better observe
the nondeclarative. Of course, careful interviewers can figure out the nondeclarative within an interview (Pugh 2013, 2014), just as careful ethnographers can find people’s declarations about what a certain practice means. Yet
what about public culture, which, for Lizardo (2017:93), consists of “public
symbols, discourses, and institutions”? Lizardo’s understanding of public
culture is quite capacious, managing to include Swidler’s (1986, 2001) tool
kit, Alexander and Smith’s strong program (Alexander 2006; Alexander and
Smith 2010), Bourdieu’s “strong practice theory” (Bourdieu 1990; Lizardo
and Strand 2010), and the “group styles” of Eliasoph and Lichterman (2003).
These various thinkers are given as examples of the distinct ways that public
culture can intersect with either declarative culture or nondeclarative culture,
either tightly (with declarative, Alexander; with nondeclarative, Bourdieu) or
loosely (with declarative, Swidler; with nondeclarative, the “semiotic practice theory” of various authors, including Biernacki [1995], Sewell [1992],
and Eliasoph and Lichterman [2003]).
Yet it is worth acknowledging, as Lizardo himself does, that this capaciousness, however advantageous for the sake of a more parsimonious argument, might have analytical limitations. Lizardo (2017:96) suggests that
public culture might be cut into its declarative and nondeclarative elements,
but it could just as easily (and, for our purposes, more advantageously) be
differentiated into a macrolevel and a meso-level. We suggest this division
because, as with Lizardo’s original argument, the distinction provides a
helpful means of understanding how sociological projects—especially those
with interviews—reveal different kinds of culture in different kinds of work.
We will show the empirical payoff through an analysis Lizardo himself
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references—Eliasoph and Lichterrman’s (2003) “Culture in Action”—as
well as through an analysis of the second author’s research project.
Building on Lizardo’s article, we suggest that ethnographic interviews are
useful for two reasons. First, they help scholars gain access to the intersection
and interaction of all three modes Lizardo suggests: declarative, nondeclarative, and public, helping to push against an over simplistic binary of saying
versus doing (Decoteau 2016). Second, they help us understand how public
culture itself is divided into a macro-level and a meso-level, with ethnographic interviews uniquely situated to give access to how that meso-level
public culture interacts with the other cultural modes.

The Spectrum between Surveys and Observations
This article contributes to an ongoing methodological discussion in sociology that has centered on what is gained through surveys, interviews, and
ethnography. One of the most prominent contributors to these discussions,
Vaisey (2009) has built on Haidt’s (2001) dual process model (DPM; an
argument similar to Kahneman’s [2011] “thinking fast and slow”) to argue
that the theory of dual modes of cognition can help sociologists understand
how ideas are connected to action. According to Vaisey (2009), answers on
forced question surveys are better predictors of future action than interviews
because deeply internalized ideas are more closely connected to motivating
(as opposed to justifying) action.
Lizardo’s response to the article is in part a rejection of this dichotomy,
arguing that speech is not necessarily fast and practices are not necessarily
slow; in a similar way, as we will show below, Eliasoph and Lichterman
show how certain speech norms are themselves habituated practices and not
simply freely chosen “declarations.” Yet much of the response to Vaisey’s
article has been a defense of the methodological value of interviews. Pugh
(2013) argues that interviews demonstrate the intersections between ideas,
emotions, and cultural frames, thereby providing different kinds of data than
surveys: The paradoxes are the point, she argues, as opposed to Vaisey’s
commitment to predictive power (Pugh 2014; Vaisey 2014). In a different
vein, Jerolmack and Khan (2014) claim that both interviews and surveys are
problematic—for example, that “talk is cheap”—because they equate attitudes to behavior. They propose that ethnography is superior to interviews
because actions generally occur within specific situations. By observing
events and interactions in situ, an ethnographer can provide more accurate
information about how or whether ideas translate into action. Yet ideas—and
the cultural structures that contain them—are often important as objects in
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themselves (Lamont and Swidler 2014), something that can be lost by privileging in situ data gathering above interviewing (Wuthnow 2011).
In some ways, these not entirely new debates are what Abbot (2001)
describes as the repeated iterations of intellectual cycles: A generation discovers a problem, litigates it, and then moves onto other problems, leaving
the discussion to a later generation to once more discover. The contours of
this debate—both its questioning of a focus on habits versus a focus on the
situation and its explicit questioning of the role of interviews—go back at
least as far as Mills’s (1940) classic article on “situated actions and vocabularies of motive” while its philosophical questions about the nature of
human action go to much older sociological generations (Blumer 1986;
Mead 1967).
Neither is it new to claim that knowledge can be divided into “knowledge
that” (discursive/declarative) and “knowledge how” (nondiscursive/nondeclarative; Ryle 2009). However, it is new to suggest, as Lizardo does, that
such different forms of knowledge map onto different modes of culture and
that such distinctions can help us make sense of contemporary debates about
culture, and as such, can also help us to clarify the relationship of interviews
to ethnography. This article should be understood in just such an imminent
way: not making a universal claim to settle ancient debates once and for all
but rather using contemporary discussions to provide better clarity for all
involved.
That clarity comes in the form of two questions: (1) What are interviews
good for and (2) why and how are interviews helpful within an immersive or
ethnographic context? The first question is already much discussed in books,
articles, lectures, and seminars on qualitative methodology (Riesman and
Benney 1956; Warren 2012; Weiss 1995) and in many ways the question
is unanswerable because interviews are such a heterogeneous category. For
example, do we mean survey interviews (Cicourel 1982; Maynard and
Schaeffer 2000; Viterna and Maynard 2002) that are painstakingly ordered
to maintain consistency? Or, do we mean more free-flowing open-ended or
focused interviews (Charmaz 2006; Merton, Fiske, and Kendall 1990)? Or,
something in between? Yet in most cases, interviews intend to discover
something about an individual’s experience that is necessarily declarative:
Interviews happen via words. That does not mean interviews cannot also
elicit nonverbal responses that are worth studying and which might relate to
elements of nondeclarative culture (Pugh 2014) and neither does it mean that
speech always comes from habituation, norms, and socialized routines (Eliasoph and Lichterman 2003). Nonetheless, verbal responses tend to be the
focus of interview analysis.
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While we find many of the above discussions useful for justifying interviews as methods, we argue that these discussions do not go far enough to
show why and how interviews are important for qualitative research, what
role they play in ethnography, and how they relate to the interactions of
different modes of culture. We suggest that ethnography and interviews
should be thought of as being on a spectrum rather than as dichotomous
categories (Table 1). What differentiates the stages in this spectrum is both
immersion in a place (virtual or physical) and access to respondents’ declarative culture as revealed in conversations with the ethnographer. To be clear,
these stages are important not because of the interviews themselves but
because of the way the interviews interact with other methods, thereby giving
access to particular interactions of cultural modes.
As Table 1 demonstrates, we suggest a spectrum that includes six stages.
First, there are randomized interviews, such as those that might be conducted
for a large survey study with open-ended questions. The second stage is
semirandomized interviews, projects, like those of Lamont (1992, 2009),
or Luker (2007) that build upon interviews with respondents chosen to represent a particular variable such as gender, race, or employment status. While
geography might be one of these variables, it is not important that the
respondents come from identical places, even if they might come from similar social locations, for example, there might be a desire to interview various
people who are African American and Muslim (Husain 2019). Place or
location is not necessarily relevant for these interviews, except in as much
as respondents share a capacity to connect to a broad macro-level culture,
such as all being American, French, or Evangelical Protestant. These interviews might or might not focus on a certain context: They might pay attention to the condition of the respondent’s home, or work, or life, but they do
not reveal a meso-level culture shared with other respondents.
Stages 3 and 4 contain what we would refer to as ethnographic interviews
and will be discussed further below. These interviews might or might not be
tape-recorded or fully planned, but they are deliberate and relatively formal
interviews. Stage 5 (also discussed below), which we call participant observation, includes only informal or casual conversations rather than interviews.
These sorts of conversations happen in any ethnography, so they are part of
stages 4 and 3 as well. The difference with stage 5 is that these conversations
are ethnographers’ only access to declarative culture, as opposed to in stages
3 and 4, where declarative culture is also available in formal interviews.
Stage 6, observation, is a form of ethnography that does not contain any
speech between the speaker and the respondents such as classroom observations in which the speaker can only observe the class and cannot interview
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Name

Selection of Interviewees

Stage 6 Observation

Stage 5 Participant
observation
conversations

Stage 4 Contextual
ethnographic
interview

Total

Total

Role of Interviews in Overall
Project
Large survey instruments with
open-ended questions
Lamont (2009) and Luker (2007)

Examples

Formal interviews are the driving Young (2006) and Edin and
Kefalas (2011)
method, but they are
supported by ethnographic
context
Most contemporary
Ethnographers select
Formal interviews support the
ethnographies are in this
ethnography, or they support
category; Eliasoph (1998) and
each other
Lichterman (1996)
Goffman (1956), Goodman
Respondents are part of a specific There are no separate formal
(2008), and Katz (1996)
interviews, but the participant
ethnographic field site and are
observer does have
only engaged as part of an
conversations that elicit
ethnographer’s participation
declarative and/or
observation in that field site
nondeclarative culture
Respondents are not interviewed There are no interviews, nor even Classroom observations in
which the ethnographer can
interaction between the
have no interaction with
ethnographer and those in the
teacher or students; Gibson
field site
(2008)

Stage 1 Randomized
Intentionally random across a
interview
population
Stage 2 Semirandomized Intentionally random or by
interview
snowball sample, emphasizing
key variables, for example,
race, class, or religion
Respondents are chosen from a
Stage 3 Primary
specific field site (or a small
ethnographic
number of similar field sites)
interview

Stage

Table 1. A Spectrum from Surveys to Observation.
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anyone involved. One of the few examples of such research is Gibson’s
(2008) study of line formation in train studies, which is based on field
observations and photographs.
For stages 3–5, the ethnographer is able to triangulate between respondents’ talk and their own observations to gain a sense of a meso-level culture
as well as how Lizardo’s other cultural modes interact with each other.
Stage 3, which we refer to as primary ethnographic interviews, is primarily about the interviews themselves, but the interviews are selected in such a
way that they provide an awareness of the meso-level culture that surrounds
them. For example, Young (2006) chose respondents for his work from two
housing projects, both within the same neighborhood, about which Young
had extensive ethnographic experience. Similarly, in Promises I Can Keep,
Edin and Kefalas (2011) are primarily interested in interviews, but they root
these interviews in an extensive ethnographic knowledge of the places where
these interviews were conducted. These interviews are frequently conducted
at a physical field site, which could be as small as a particular group of people
or as large as a town or city. But they could also include interviews conducted
as part of a multisited project (Marcus 1995), or the field site could be virtual,
as in the case of Burke’s (2016) recent analysis of sexuality in Christian
online forums and interviews with bloggers and participants in those forums.
What differentiates this from stage 2 is the effort to understand participants
within a specific meso-level context and the researcher also being immersed
in this context.
Stage 4, which we refer to as the contextual ethnographic interview,
contains deliberate, intentional interviews as part of a broader ethnographic
project, in which it is the ethnography, rather than the interviews, which is
forefronted in the methodological goals. Similar to the above, the ethnographic field site could be physical or virtual or constructed as a set of
relations or processes that are geographically or otherwise bounded (Desmond 2014). In this stage, the researcher is not only immersed in the context
but using both interviews and her own observations or experiences as data.
The interviews may or may not be tape-recorded or structured with a particular set of questions, though often they are. However, the interview is not
simply the result of conversations that may have happened anyway as a
result of participant observation, which is how we characterize interviews
in stage 5.
Stage 5, which we refer to as participant observation, has no formal interviews (i.e., time in private between the respondent and the sociologist in
which certain preestablished questions are asked), but the ethnographer regularly interacts with respondents and has casual conversations that often
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reveal the kinds of declarative culture discovered in interviews. These conversations (such as asking “hey what’s that about”) of a respondent during a
field site provoke in situ interactions, often involving more than one respondent. These lead to different sorts of interactions than we might find in a more
formal interview (Goodman 2008; Katz 1996). Many older ethnographies
such as Goffman (1956) and some anthropological ethnographies exemplify
stage 5. However, it is worth noting that very few contemporary sociological
ethnographies fit into stage 5: Most contain at least a few interviews that are
separate from the “action” and if they do not, it is often because of practical
constraints rather than for methodological reasons.
Distinguishing between these stages helps to show why the difference
between meso-level and macro-level public culture matters. Interviews in
stages 1 and 2 require knowledge of broader cultural structures (what Lizardo
calls “public culture”) to make sense of them. This public culture is usually
quite broad (often portrayed as being at the national level) which is a function
both of the breadth of respondents and of scholars’ desire for their work to be
generalizable. Even interviews with seemingly noncultural questions (e.g.,
questions about voting or work habits) must be interpreted through social
scientists’ awareness that certain questions activate norms within society
regarding, in these cases, voting, and work ethic. It might well be the case
that these respondents’ declarations are contrary to their nondeclarative practices, or at least, that the connection between the two is loosely rather than
tightly coupled. Yet that is not necessarily a problem if the point of the work
is to reveal how ironies and tensions within macro-level public culture are
made manifest in people’s talk (Bellah et al. 2007; Lamont 2009; Luker
2007; Swidler 2001).
Note that both of Lizardo’s key examples of public culture connecting to
declarative culture occur at this macro-level. He cites a strong coupling of
declarative and public culture in Alexander and Smith’s “strong program”
analysis of the cultural codes revealed in newspaper articles and legislative
debates. Lizardo also cites Swidler’s (2001, 1986) use of interviews outside
of an ethnographic context (what we would call stage 2) in Talk of Love and
“Culture in Action,” though we could also add Habits of the Heart (Bellah
et al. 2007), as all three link declarative commitments to broad macro-level
public culture (Eliasoph and Lichterman 2003:743). In contrast to those who
argue that interviewers ignore the situation, we argue that good interviewers
are entirely capable of grasping the situated nature of these interviewees, and
indeed, their situatedness within public discourse provides much of the analytic payoff, revealed in intriguing tensions, counterintuitive claims, or unexpected similarities across difference (Cerulo 2014; Lamont and Swidler
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2014; Pugh 2013). Yet that situatedness is at the intersection of the personal
declarative with the public macro, something which is certainly interesting
and worthwhile, but not necessarily complete. To get at the personal nondeclarative and the public meso, we will need other methods.
For example, Lamont’s (2009) The Dignity of Working Men examines
how narratives about morality are tied to ideas about race, class, and nation
for French and American men. Lamont is interested in narratives and what
they tell us about national culture, so it makes sense to rely entirely on
interview data. Similarly, Gerson’s (2009) Unfinished Revolution: Coming
of Age in a New Era of Gender, Work, and Family uses interview data to
argue that social and economic forces make it very difficult for young people
to live out egalitarian gender values. As for Lamont, it is the discussions and
declarations (and the contradictions within them) that are of interest to Gerson. Ethnographers sometimes criticize these sorts of arguments, claiming
they do not spend enough time observing respondents’ actual practices,
rendering the talk at least potentially “cheap.” Yet these criticisms can miss
the interactions between cultural modes they seek to identify: as Lizardo
helpfully articulates, these works seek the interaction between declarative
and public culture. The nondeclarative is another matter.
Yet there is a further specification to be made here: These broad studies
examine public culture at the macro-level. In contrast, ethnographic interviews (stages 3 and 4 in our spectrum) have a much better ability to examine
public culture at the meso-level and, perhaps more importantly, to show the
interaction of the macro- and meso-levels of public culture, as we will show
in our analysis of Eliasoph and Lichterman’s argument below.

Meso-level Culture
As with Lizardo’s broader concept of “public culture,” the terms “meso-level
culture” and “macro-level culture” are expansive enough to include both the
declarative and nondeclarative domains. The key distinction is not between
practices and speech here, but between various levels of social interaction.
This change in focus can help sociologists move past a possible methodological individualism Pugh (2013:47) identifies in the DPM and which Vaisey
(2014:152-53) later defends against. Whether or not the DPM is individualist, both the DPM and Lizardo’s model of cultural modes presumes a dichotomy between the broad public and the personal, or, at least, neither theory
specifies the difference between meso-level and macro-level social effects.
While we have emphasized how ethnographers gain meso-level context
through interviews, they can also do so through archival work, especially in
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the study of a particular organization with extensive records. For example, in
Vaughan’s (1997) The Challenger Launch Decision, she triangulates
between National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) documents, government archives, and interviews to help her understand how what
had initially appeared to be rule violations were actually part of an organizational culture that encouraged what were defined as acceptable risks
(Vaughan 2004). She argues that both the archival documents and the interview transcripts were crucial for a more complete understanding of the
particular culture(s) of NASA. While Vaughan (2004) classifies such work
as “historical ethnography,” it is actually not important for our argument
whether her work is or is not ethnographic: The important piece is that the
interviews are embedded within a broader meso-level culture and that various data points help reveal that meso-level culture in a way that randomized
interview–based studies cannot accomplish. In that sense, Vaughan’s work
can be classified as part of stage 4, using interviews as a means of triangulating a specific meso-level public culture.
As we understand it, meso-level public culture consists of the organizational rules, social groups, and institutional norms that have an important
influence on beliefs and practices of both groups and individuals within a
certain social setting. Importantly, this is a public culture, meaning that it is
shared and emergent from aggregated individuals. Precisely, because meso is
separate from other levels of culture, it is therefore able to interact with both
individual-level culture one level below (micro, e.g., Lizardo’s declarative
and nondeclarative) and public culture one level above (macro). Meso-level
cultures might include schools, neighborhoods, workplaces or firms, religious or civic organizations, social movements, or political associations.
Sometimes, the social scientist will not even be aware of the meso-level
culture until she begins talking to people.
A social scientist can get some access to this meso-level culture simply by
watching what people do and she might be able to hypothesize about the
meso-level through careful study of randomly gathered surveys or interview
transcripts, such as when survey researchers hypothesize about certain mesolevel mechanisms that might explain differing outcomes in the life course.
Yet, as we will show in our empirical sections, ethnographic interviews
(stages 3 and 4 in Table 1) provide a way of describing how such mesolevel culture works and how it is understood and navigated by respondents,
allowing for certain kinds of questions that other kinds of interviews or
simple observation do not allow.
For example, Kligman and Verdery (2011:31) use archival contexts and
interviews between and across villages to understand Romania’s agricultural
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collectivization, thereby demonstrating “the crucial difference between simply carrying out interviews and doing so in the context of extended ethnographic research.” They write:
. . . oral sources can expose the pitfalls of literal readings of official written
sources, especially penal files. In the Securitate files, [Kligman] came across a
list of punishments meted out to alleged members of the “Popşa terrorist
gang,” one of which was for a person listed as “missing” and tried in absentia.
After interviewing this man’s sister, Kligman went on to find official confirmation that the security forces had “mortally wounded” him. At the time of his
sentencing, then, he was not actually missing but dead and buried. While a
seeming detail, the difference between “missing” and “dead” is significant for
the historical record: the regime’s cynicism and brutality were effaced under
the ubiquitous category of “missing.” Had it not been for the interviews, Kligman would have read “missing” as just that, a name attached to a statistical
category. In cases like this, the dialogic interplay between oral and archival
knowledge transforms our understanding of what is represented in the official
register in relation to what actually happened. (P. 38)

Kligman’s and Verdery’s work did not end at the triangulation of archives
and interviews; they were able to hold various data against each other,
including interviews with respondents in multiple villages and also respondents’ body language and emotional affects during those interviews. Linking
all of these with the coinvestigators’ local knowledge of all four modes of
culture helped to make their argument at once more nuanced and more
accurate.
Yet accuracy is a complicated term, and what appears a matter of accuracy
may actually be a matter of differing vocabularies (Mills 1940) or distinct
modes of culture (Lizardo 2017). Jerolmack and Khan (2014) are surely right
that people’s attitudes and behaviors often vary widely and that some people
misrepresent their practices in their talk. Yet this difference between attitude
and behavior, like the difference between habit and situation, is actually as
much a theoretical problem as a methodological one (Tavory 2018): Careful
sociologists can use particular contexts to find the situations in which there is
a robust connection between particular attitudes and behaviors or in which
particular commitments maintain themselves across a variety of situations,
even as other commitments can vary depending on the degree to which they
are “summoned,” as Tavory (2016) describes in his study of Orthodox Jews.
It is a problem of examining how different cultural modes are evoked rather
than a question of choosing which is more correct.
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While Lizardo’s three modes of culture help show how this theoretical
openness can resolve certain methodological debates about the study of
culture, his distinctions do not quite resolve questions about what interviews
reveal. When people reveal public culture in their discourse (as Lizardo
describes), they are not always revealing public culture at the same level.
It is this ability to distinguish between the macro- and meso-levels of public
culture that makes ethnographic interviews so important, in addition to their
ability to triangulate data, test theoretical mechanisms (Vaisey 2014), and
reveal intriguing contradictions (Pugh 2013, 2014).

What Does the Ethnographic Interview Do?
Much qualitative research is entirely or mostly interview based, and this
work has made significant contributions to sociology. However, as discussed
previously, interviews can gain access to different forms of culture if the
researcher can bring to the interview itself or to the analysis of the interview,
knowledge gained through immersion—including but not limited to previous
interviews within the same social group, less formal interactions, observing
informants in other situations, gossip from other informants, social media
postings or interactions, texts produced by or that are related to the informant, local descriptive information during the interview itself, knowledge of
the cultural schemas or scripts used or referred to by the informant, and
observations and more general knowledge about the immediate neighborhood, organization, or spatial location.
Yet more information is not a good on its own. Eventually, sociological
research reaches “saturation” (Small 2009) when more information becomes
redundant. The additional information provided by ethnographic interviews
provides two important points of analytical leverage: (1) It allows for scholars to triangulate their data, and (2) it allows for a more straightforward
analysis of how the declarative culture revealed in an isolated formal interview interacts with the meso-level of public culture and the nondeclarative
culture revealed both in the interview and in ethnographic observation.
For us, the second point is key: What we call the ethnographic interview
takes place not as an isolated event in a neutral environment but as part of a
series of interactions and observations. The ethnographic interview cannot be
understood as a thing in itself: It only becomes ethnographic to the degree
that it is embedded in the kind of context that makes a meso-level of public
culture observable and interpretable. This meso-level is only accessible after
the sociologist has gained sufficient “local knowledge” (Geertz 2008) to
understand meso-level cultural forms in both the declarative and
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nondeclarative modes, everything from shared mottos and aphorisms to the
Bourdiesian doxa only visible to a critical hermeneutics.
Of course, that meso-level research produces meso-level knowledge is not
itself an important insight. What is instead important is, first, that this distinction between forms of culture helps to resolve ongoing tensions about the
role of the interview, showing how different interview methodologies depend
upon different levels of public culture. Second, and just as importantly, the
ethnographic interview allows scholars to examine how macro-level public
culture interacts with the other cultural modes, both Lizardo’s declarative
and nondeclarative but also the meso-level we have described here.
Our concept of the ethnographic interview draws from but is not exactly
the same as previous uses of the term. Ethnographers have long conducted
interviews as part of their fieldwork, but it is only in recent decades that this
has been given more precise attention. Anthropologist James Spradley
(1979) proposed that the interview was a crucial tool for ethnographers, and
he emphasized that the interview itself is a speech event that can serve as
useful data, in addition to eliciting information. Nevertheless, for Spradley
(1979:58), ethnographic interviews occur, either formally or informally, in
the context of participant observation: “It is best to think of ethnographic
interviews as a series of friendly conversations into which the researcher
slowly introduces new elements to assist informants to respond as
informants.” Spradley’s conception of the ethnographic interview has been
very influential for social scientists, and popular methods guides such as
Emerson, Fretz, and Shaw’s (2011) Writing Ethnographic Fieldnotes also
acknowledge the utility of interviews during ethnography. As for Spradley,
these interviews happen during traditional participant observation.
Yet this is not the only ways scholars have used the term ethnographic
interview. For example, Bauman and Adair (1992) propose that the ethnographic interview is defined not by its taking place within ethnography but by
particular characteristics, including being unstructured and open-ended, collecting descriptive data and focusing on everyday experience, aiming to
understand the informants’ experience from his or her point of view, and
treating the informants’ language as data. We tend to disagree with this kind
of interview as being “ethnographic” unless it reveals meso-level data that
can then be checked against data gathered from the same meso-level culture.
In our spectrum, we would put Bauman and Adair’s method at stage 2, a
semirandomized interview, rather than the ethnographic interviews of stages
3 and 4.
In this sense, our understanding of ethnography goes back to its early
anthropological and sociological roots: While we hardly seeks to study an
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entire ethnos, we are suggesting that the role of ethnographers is generally to
understand communities of people (Fine 2003), which have certain mesolevel qualities not found in either the people themselves or the macrostructures that extend beyond the community. Of course, there are certain
exceptions to this community-centric understanding of ethnography: One of
the most important in sociology is Desmond’s (2014) call for a relational
(rather than group level) ethnographic analysis. Yet Desmond’s (2012, 2016)
work still provides a meso-level analysis of networks that is undiscoverable
at either the micro- or macro-level. In sum, an ethnographic interview is not
simply more context; it is, quite specifically, more meso-level context. In this
sense, we share Duneier’s sense that the ideal ethnography “regards talk and
action as dissimilar units that can only be understood in relation to another,”
as Duneier writes about Liebow’s (2003:36) Tally’s Corner. “His book is a
project in comparative sociological explanation, whereby the major strategy
is to compare what his subjects say against the wider context of what he has
learned about them.”
Young (2006), one of the most prominent sociological practitioners of the
ethnographic interview, notes that people’s behavior is not necessarily a
transparent reflection of their underlying thoughts. He argues that because
ethnographic interviewing is a method that attempts to discern what people
know and think about themselves and their social worlds, it is particularly
well suited for investigating “what people articulate as their own understanding of how social processes work and how they as individuals might negotiate the complex social terrain rather than simply looking at their actions.”
Young’s work is focused on the interactions of his individual respondents’
declarative culture with meso-level cultural structures in their neighborhood
and macro-level cultural conceptions of African American men. Young’s
immersion in context along with doing interviews allows him to find (and
interpret and explain) these tensions between macro-level public, meso-level
public, and declarative. Because his work is not as rooted in participant
observation, he has less of an opportunity to distinguish between declarative
and nondeclarative culture, but that is not what he is attempting to do.
However, because Young is interviewing people in two projects within a
neighborhood, he is able to determine meso-level processes that could not
have been discovered had he interviewed selected African American men in
various American cities, or even African American men across Chicago.
In what follows, we provide, first, an example of how ethnographic interviews are helpful through an analysis of Jeffrey Guhin’s fieldwork. We then
more deeply engage one of the articles Lizardo cites, “Culture in Interaction”
by Eliasoph and Lichterman (2003), showing how their conception of “group
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style” also provides a model for the importance of the ethnographic interview
in engaging meso-level culture.

Example 1: Guhin’s Fieldwork
Guhin’s project was a comparative study of six public high schools across the
United States, two each in San Diego, California, Charlotte, North Carolina,
and New York. He spent between three and five months in each city, with
around 15–20 field visits to each site (counting days which were primarily
just to collect interviews). All of these interviews were conducted at the
schools themselves, and with reference to data, Guhin had already gathered
through classroom observations and other interviews. As such, each interview was context-rich, providing a means of checking interviewees’ comments against other interviews and against Guhin’s field notes and memos.
The context-rich nature of those interviews allowed for basic fact-checking
(Duneier 2011) and the development of a deeper sense of the schools’ mesolevel public cultures.
For example, at one of Jeffrey Guhin’s schools, there was an emphasis on
International Baccalaureate classes. Respondents viewed these classes differently: Some insisted that International Baccalaureate (IB) integrated the
entire school, while others insisted it divided the schools both by class and by
race. Guhin’s ethnographic observation revealed that there were students of
color in IB classes, but by observing those classes, Guhin could see how
many students of color in the class still sat with (and primarily spoke with)
people of the same race or ethnic group. This also gave Guhin something to
ask about when interviewing IB students and teachers in one-on-one conversations, as well as when talking to teachers who were frustrated by the IB
program. There were various modes of culture in conflict here: a broader
public macro-level commitment to the integrating capacity of IB, a mesolevel tension between those who want to hold to this macro-level commitment and those who reject it as ultimately privileging white students, and
then both personal declarative comments revealed in interviews and personal
nondeclarative behavior revealed through observation.
Importantly, this focus on tensions at the meso-level moves beyond
debates about attitudes versus actions: What is being analyzed is no longer
simply whether people’s actions match their attitudes but rather how personal declarative culture revealed in interviews interacts with (rather than
contradicts or proves) other modes of culture not only the personal nondeclarative but also public culture at the macro- and meso-levels.
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Elements of meso-level public culture are revealed both in interviews that
elicit declarative culture (statements about the school) and ethnographic
observation that reveals nondeclarative culture (how and where students sit
and how teachers and students relate to each other, some of which certain
teachers did not even notice until Jeffrey Guhin pointed it out). These
declarative, nondeclarative, and meso-level public cultural modes all simultaneously interact with broader, macro-level public cultural forms, in this
case the commitments of the IB program and macro-level “collective
representations” (Eliasoph and Lichterman 2003) about the role of public
education in society to reduce racial inequality.
Other scholars have compared ethnographic fieldwork to the film Rashomon (Heider 1988), in which different witnesses to a murder all describe
radically different scenes. Adjudicating the truth between separate claims can
be important, but as Lizardo helps us to see, perhaps the problem is not always
a better or worse interpretation but rather the need to recognize which cultural
mode(s) that interpretation presupposes. Both interviews and ethnography are
very good at describing some of these tensions, as we have described above.
Yet ethnographic interviews are particularly good tools for examining the
tension between meso-level public culture and other cultural modes.
To return to the school with the IB program, in his first interview at the
school, Guhin interviewed the coordinator of the IB program. Without being
prompted, the teacher stated “Our ethnic ratios, in the IB program, reflect the
general school population. We feel pretty good about that.” When Guhin
responded “that’s always the criticism of these sorts of things,” the interviewee agreed:
It’s not just affluent white kids that are in our IB program. Definitely, we have
students that are in higher socioeconomic groups that are part of our IB, and
they represent a good number of our students, but they do not represent the
majority. They represent, typically, the 20–25 percent of kids that come from
the [local] community . . . [those who graduate] with a full IB certificate, again,
it’s that reflection of the school population. Our demographic is basically,
ethnic wise, is right around 64–65 percent Hispanic, we have around 7 percent
or 8 percent African American, we’re right around 22–25 percent white, Asian
is probably about 4 percent or 5 percent, it’s small. . . . people say, “Is the IB
program a school within a school?” That’s not true. We’re a program at [the]
High School, but we are not a school within a school.

The respondent here reveals various modes of culture at once. On one level is
the macro-level public culture (part of broader conversations about public
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education), emphasizing the importance of racial and economic equality of
opportunity, both between public schools and within them. There is also the
focus on declarative culture: what is here being declared about the importance of that struggle for equity and the commitment of the IB program at this
school to work for it. We get a hint at the meso-level public culture in that the
teacher describes what happens at the school and its commitments, but this is
so far only one declaration of that culture, and it will require additional
ethnographic work to piece the meso-level together, potentially revealing
tension at the school about the role of IB.
More research revealed that tension about IB was alive and well, as
revealed from the observations described above and interviews with faculty
and students. Before talking about IB, the interviewer asked a senior Vietnamese American girl if she felt like the school was united. She responded,
I think that the school is kind of separated because, for example, freshman and
sophomore year there’s no IB classes, so we all have the same classes together.
We’re all diverse and it’s not based on anything. But when you get to IB, the
student who wants to work hard goes to IB and then the students who don’t
want to, they go to different class. For me, since I’m in IB, I know the same
group of people.

Similarly, when Guhin asked a teacher about IB, she told him, “IB is the
more intelligent kids hanging out with each other, mostly white, and other
groups that kind of join them.” She added that she does not teach IB students
and neither would she want to.
There was an inequality and a tension revealed within the school that
marked the school’s meso-level culture but also showed different forms of
declarative culture with different degrees of tight coupling with nondeclarative culture. The tension around IB, Guhin realized, revealed a tension within
the school between wealthy local students (many of whom were white) and
the majority of students—mostly black and Latino/a—who were bussed in
from other parts of the school district. The fact of bussing affected elements
of the school’s daily experience such as who could participate in sports and
whose parents could attend an evening awards ceremony. However, it was
less the bussing itself than the sense that the school was a group of relatively
autonomous communities that most marked daily life. Because most students
ate outside, lunchtime was even more segregated than it is in most schools:
Different racial groups ate at literally different ends of the school. A declarative cultural commitment to community (revealed in interviews, often with
white faculty) ran into the nondeclarative cultural reality of segregation, both
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in the sense of personal nondeclarative culture of individual habituated
actions that Lizardo describes (where a student sits, how a student reacts
to students of other races) and in the broader sense of a nondeclarative doxa
shared within a social field (Bourdieu 1991).
Whether or not certain teachers overestimated how white the IB graduating class actually was, the percentage of local (wealthy, mostly white) students in IB was larger than their percentage in the school itself, exacerbating
school tensions. There was even a rumor that one of the local students—a
white girl—wanted a separate prom to be distinct from the kids bussed in.
Guhin heard another rumor that the rumor had been started by someone going
up against that girl for a student election, hoping to make her unpopular.
Whether or not either rumor is true, they reveal the simmering racial and
class tensions within the school. They also reveal how ethnographic interviews that pull from the same location can present a meso-level culture
unavailable to broader interview-based studies.
As Young (2006) points out, interviews are often a necessary means of
getting at how respondents understand, interpret, and observe the social
processes in which they are embedded. Those revealed observations (found
in interviews) can be just as meaningful as the ethnographer’s own. As we
have already stated, the point of an ethnographic interview is not only the
interview but also the sociological leverage the interview provides when
added to other forms of data gathering. It’s helpful to know what our respondents declare, and then we can compare those declarations to other declarations, as well as to what we have observed. All that knowledge has a
dialectical relationship to further interviews and observations.
For example, Janet, a senior African American girl in IB told Guhin,
When I took tours here freshman year and they were touring the IB class, and
touring in orientation, all of them were white. I’m like, Oh, I’m about to come
to a school for the white kids. . . . When I got here, I was surprised that how few
white kids there actually are here.

Janet was the only self-identified African American senior in IB. As she
told Guhin,
The other girl that’s in IB who’s half black, half Latina, she’s like, “Yeah, I’m
half black, but I’m not black. All my friends are white. I’m not really black like
you are.” I was like . . . It was brought up before that I was the only black girl in
IB and I was like [the other girl’s name] is too. She was like, ‘Oh, I’m not really
black.’
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That tension extended to Janet’s senior year experience, something Guhin
was able to ask about given previous participant observation in the school.
There had been tension in the school about the prom and other graduation
events as planned by the 2014 class committee. Guhin asked Janet if she was
on the committee.
Janet:

Guhin:
Janet:
Guhin:
Janet:
Guhin:

Janet:

Guhin:
Janet:

Guhin:
Janet:

I kind of was, but it was like . . . . The people that are in the
committee are my friends, so I actually know all of them personally but . . .
A lot of them are IB, right?
Yeah, all of them are.
They’re all basically white?
Yeah, all of them are white and there’s one Asian . . .
Did you ever feel excluded from that group because you weren’t
from [the local area], or like you weren’t a full part of that
group?
No. I mean I’ve been to their houses. I’ve hung out with them
outside of school. I never felt excluded, but at the same time I
didn’t feel as comfortable. I went to their houses, and it’s a
totally different background. I never understood how much they
didn’t know about a lot of other cultures or how ignorant they
were to a lot of things in black culture or any culture. I went to
my friend’s house, and there was a girl named Sam there. You
know the Trayvon Martin shooting?
Yeah. Yeah.
Me and my friends were talking about it, me and my black
friends. We were just talking about it. Then she was like, “It’s
his fault. Why does everybody care because he’s black” type of
thing. It really showed how different everyone is in this school,
how much we don’t know each other. I feel like with the kids I
don’t hang out with that are in IB that I talk to, we know each
other on a shallow level. I really don’t know about their past or
they don’t know about mine.
Even the other IB kids you just know on a shallow level?
Yeah, I feel like if I don’t hang out with them on an everyday
basis, I don’t know much about them.

This interview accomplishes quite a bit that would not be possible with
observation alone. As often happens in conversations with respondents,
Guhin gained access to descriptions of events that happen outside of the field
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site (even if others might have different descriptions of the same events).
More importantly, interviews like the one above provide access to respondents’ declarative culture and their own descriptions of nondeclarative and
public cultural modes at both the meso- and macro-level. These can then be
checked against an ethnographer’s observations and the ethnographer’s own
awareness and the respondents’ statements about broader, macro-level public
culture.
Note how a girl Janet talks about refers to “everybody” caring about
Trayvon Martin “because he’s black,” seemingly a reference to the news
or popular culture, and thereby at a macro-level of public culture.
Whether or not everybody does care about this or the reason why such
caring might or might not occur, she is making a descriptive claim about
public culture (or at least Janet is saying she was). Yet Janet responds to
this with a comment about meso-level culture, also referring to a totality
(“everyone”) but then saying “we don’t know each other” about her
school. Again, it is a separate question whether or not Janet is right
people do not know each other well at her school. What is important
is that both girls are making claims and judgments about public culture,
yet they are doing so at quite different levels. Note also that an implicit
normativity undergirds both of these, and this normativity extends from
the macro-level in both cases: first, that people “should” care about racial
injustice, and second, that students in school “should” know each other.
Again, it is a separate question whether or not these normative commitments are either (a) powerful and existent or (b) themselves moral goods.
What matters is that they have an effect not only on the students’ declarative culture (which other interview studies are capable of showing) but
also on their meso-level public culture, that is, how students and faculty
interact at school.
In some ways, the tensions within the school’s meso-level public culture
parallel those in the macro-level: There is segregation even as there is an
ostensible (even is possibly unserious) commitment to eliminating segregation, something well-documented in the sociology of education literature
(Cobb 2017; Lewis and Diamond 2015). Yet those same public, macrolevel tensions play out differently in different contexts, and analyzing how
that is the case makes arguments about public culture less generalizable but
also more sensitive to local mechanisms, as called for by Vaisey (2014) and
others interested in predictive power, or to intriguing paradoxes, as called for
by Pugh (2013, 2014) and those for whom the interpretation of these conflicts is the point of the work.
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Example 2: Eliasoph and Lichterman
The examples we draw from Eliasoph and Lichterman are from their separate
extended ethnographic projects (Eliasoph 1998; Lichterman 1996) as
revealed in their cowritten article (Eliasoph and Lichterman 2003), which
Lizardo cites as an example of what he calls “semiotic practice theory.” The
description makes sense considering the importance of language and communication in Eliasoph and Lichterman’s article. As Eliasoph and Lichterman (2003:739) show, “speech norms” are habituated practices that mark
long-standing group traits (Foucault 2012; Keane 2007). As such, Lizardo
(2017:95) lists “semiotic practice theory” as the intersection of public culture
and nondeclarative culture in his chart of various intersections. Yet “Culture
in Interaction” reveals much more than the interaction of practices and public
culture. In fact, the article shows all four modes of culture we have been
describing here, as well as the role of ethnographic interviews in gaining
access to this data. The article’s key contribution is the idea of a “group
style” marked by group boundaries, group bonds, and speech norms. “Group
style” more or less captures what we are attempting to describe with the
concept of meso-level public culture, just as their concept of “collective
representations” (they use Durkheim’s term) captures what we would
describe as macro-level public culture.
The article itself is not as clear on the role of interviews in gathering
data, but in the monographs that cover much of the same material (Eliasoph
1998; Lichterman 1996), the authors describe the role of interviews in
gaining access to what Lizardo would call “declarative culture.” Interviews
played an important role in the authors’ understanding of their research
sites, but they do so within an ethnographic context, providing access to
group style (2003:735). It is not only through observation that such group
styles can be understood but also through explicit talk with respondents,
albeit always with reference to the ethnographic context, revealing not only
implicit, unspoken practices or doxa but also a meso-level culture (a “group
style”) emergent within the group. As in her empirical contribution to
“Culture in Action,” Eliasoph (1998:7) uses bar patrons at a Buffalo Club
as a case in her 1998 book, Avoiding Politics. In that book, it is precisely the
difference between how people talk about politics in large groups and how
they talk about politics in interviews (or “intimate conversation”) that
motivates the book’s investigation. Because Eliasoph had access to both
kinds of data, one was not superior to the other but rather provided a puzzle
that the ethnographic context, combined with the interview, gave the possibility of answering.
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In this sense, Eliasoph and Lichterman (2003:743) show how talk is never
cheap when talk has a context. Yet this context cannot be assumed, which, they
argue, is a problem for studies of culture that build upon interview evidence,
especially when interviews “assume a ‘default’ setting” thereby holding group
style “relatively constant.” And here is where Lizardo’s article—and our addition to it—has something to add to Eliasoph and Lichterman. We suggest that
the interview projects Eliasoph and Lichterman (2003:736) cite (e.g., Hart
1992; Wuthnow 1991) are not sociologically lacking for their focus on what
the authors refer to as “collective representations” because these projects are
interested in understanding broader public culture.
Eliasoph and Lichterman (2003:737) are surely correct when they argue
that “one cannot fully understand a group’s shared culture in an everyday
setting without understanding the group style.” Yet the next line goes perhaps
too far: “So, while agreeing with the recent emphasis on publicly communicated, collective representations, this article views the cultural concept in a
more fully sociological way—by analyzing collective representations as
groups communicate them in interaction.” Of course, the definition of sociology is itself contested terrain, but it might be fairer to say that the concept of
group style provides “a more fully ethnographic way” of studying culture,
precisely in that the focus is on groups.
But this small correction of Eliasoph and Lichterman has important implications for methodological turf wars in the sociology of culture and beyond.
Because if what they are suggesting is actually an effort to make the study of
culture more ethnographic rather than more sociological, then it leaves open
the possibility that other forms of learning about culture—even the randomly
selected interview—can get at culture too, but simply in different modes.

Discussion
Eliasoph and Lichterman (2003:736) use the example of a Coltrane rendition
of “My Favorite Things” to explain the relationship between group style and
“collective representations”: just as the song has a recognizable melody, but
Coltrane’s performance is uniquely his own, so a collective representation
like American individualism is recognizable in a variety of settings, but a
certain group will have a particular style through which to enact it (p. 746).
This is not altogether different from what we have been describing as the
relationship between macro-level public culture and the meso-level public
culture ethnography reveals.
However, the analogy is not perfect, especially because Coltrane is an
individual. We suggest a different analogy that allows for a defense of the
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study of culture at various levels. Think of the play Macbeth, something
shared across a culture. People can (and do) study Macbeth entirely as a
play, without any reference to how it is enacted in daily life. Or, they might
examine how one specific actor interprets Lady Macbeth’s “out damned
spot” speech. Finally, they might examine an actual performance of the play
with a setting, costumes, and various actors interacting. What we are describing here is the difference between the macro-level public, the personal, and
the meso-level public. Note as well that the study of the personal refers to
how the actor relates to the play in general rather than how their performance
worked in a specific production. Of course, actors from plays give speeches
as parts of plays, not simply on their own!
Yet interviews are often just that: on their own. They do not capture the
interactions about which we are interested. That does not mean such interviews are sociologically unimportant or uninteresting. By distinguishing
between macro-level public culture and meso-level public culture, we are
better able to understand not only the specific contributions of ethnographic
interviews, which has been our primary focus here, but also the contribution
of randomly selected interviews, which still engage with real sociological
phenomena at both the personal and macro-levels. The question then shifts
from whether or not talk is cheap to which modes of culture certain kinds of
talk allow us to engage.
Understanding the cultural value of talk requires us to understand not only
that the talk is itself a distinct cultural mode but also that it references and
relates to still other cultures modes. While Lizardo’s distinction between
public, declarative, and nondeclarative gets us part of the way to this understanding, the specific contribution of ethnographic interviews is only obvious
when we divide public culture into its meso- and macro-levels. In fact, in so
doing, we not only recognize why and how ethnographic interviews are
helpful; we are also able to defend more standard interview studies (those
with much less context) by showing how they simply engage a different
interaction that of the declarative with macro-level public culture. The
important point here is not whether interviewers gain access to culture but
rather which culture the method accesses. Ethnographic interviews, as we
have been describing them, are helpful in that they provide access to all three
modes of culture Lizardo describes. In an ethnographic interview, the difference between attitudes and behavior goes from being a problem to being
data; in some contexts, it might even be the goal.
As we have said, using individual interviews to tease out macro-level
public cultural narratives is a standard practice for sociology. But for scholars who are interested in meso cultures, we propose that both interviews and
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some form of immersion in a place is necessary. Our arguments here suggest
several “tricks of the trade” that could allow ethnographic interviewers to
better observe and analyze interactions between different modes of culture.
Some of these are already best practices for many ethnographers, but the
reasons for doing them have not been fully articulated or connected to theories of culture. These tips could be especially useful for those scholars
embarking on a study which might have been intended as an ethnography
but, due to limitations of access or time, the researcher is only able to conduct
separate interviews. In these research situations, it is especially important to
develop a sense of the macro-level of culture through and across interviews.
1. Interviews as part of a series of interactions. As Pugh (2013) notes,
interviews are social experiences with moments of interaction
between ideas, emotions, and cultural frames. But they are also interactions between interviewer and respondent, and if they are done
within a context of immersion, they may not be the only interaction
between these two actors. Interviewers should consider why respondents present themselves in a particular way in this interaction, why
they use (or do not use) particular narratives, as well as how the
presence of the interviewer, and past or potential future interactions
between the interviewer and the respondent might influence the interview. Indeed, as Duneier (2007) points out, one of the strengths of
ethnography is the ability to follow individuals through different local
groups and networks (i.e., meso-level culture). If possible, the interviewer should pay close attention to other kinds of interactions with
the same respondent to see how that person engages in different
situations or fields.
2. Bringing immersive knowledge to bear on the interview. Interviews
within an immersive context are an opportunity to talk to respondents
about macro-level public culture, meso-level public culture, and personal culture. To do this well, the interviewer should have knowledge
of public culture in both its macro and meso forms. Thus, we recommend that social scientists engage in fieldwork before embarking on
formal interviews. Indeed, both authors of this article only began
doing interviews about halfway through their ethnographic fieldwork
(see Rinaldo 2013; Guhin 2016) only began doing interviews about
halfway through their ethnographic fieldwork. This is common for
ethnographers, but less so for primary ethnographic interviewers. We
think that with knowledge of both the macro and the meso context,
the interviewer can be more strategic about choosing respondents as
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well as crafting interview questions. Indeed, if the meso culture is
important to the analysis, the interview is an important opportunity to
ask respondents to reflect on the meso culture and their participation
in it. For example, this was crucial to Rinaldo (2013) being able to
develop her analysis of how different approaches to interpreting religious texts shaped different kinds of activism and political goals in
Indonesian women’s organizations.
3. Interviews as opportunities to revisit or anticipate situations. If interviews are an opportunity to ask respondents to reflect on macro- or
meso public culture, and if the interviewer has been able to observe
that culture prior to the interview, then interviews are also an excellent chance to encourage respondents to reflect on their actions or
their interpretations of situations, especially those involving meso
culture. This could even extend to anticipated situations. Seeing interviews as opportunities to revisit or anticipate situations provides both
the interviewer and the respondent a chance to consider how and why
people might change across situations or cultural modes. This is
evident in Mische’s (2014) recent work on projected futures. Such
an interview may also give the interviewer useful data about personal
culture’s interactions with meso-level culture.
4. Interviews as prompts for memo writing and hypothesis testing. Interviews often provide hypotheses from respondents’ own talk, such as
Guhin’s respondent, Janet, claiming few in the school really know each
other or the IB teacher claiming that the IB program was not a “school
within a school.” Researchers can use these kinds of comments to
develop memos that will guide further research and they can test these
from-the-field hypotheses through observation and other interviews.
This is very similar to the approach of abductive analysis (Timmermans
and Tavory 2012), which toggles back and forth between research and
theory. The point of such “testing” should not simply be to prove
whether “talk is cheap,” that is, whether the claim is true or false.
Instead, the point of engaging this kind of talk and checking it against
and alongside further information is to determine what the talk accomplishes both for the individual in the performative moment of that interview (Pugh 2013) and more broadly within the meso-level context.

Conclusion
We have been referring to our argument’s relevance in terms of the sociological study of culture, both because many of the recent conversations about
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interviews have occurred within cultural sociology (e.g., Pugh 2014; Vaisey
2009) and because we use Lizardo’s (2017) conceptualization of cultural
modes to develop our explanation of the ethnographic interview. Mohr and
Ghaziani (2014) recently observed that cultural sociologists are grappling
with how to operationalize culture and break it down into observable analytic
units, and our conception of meso-level culture is an additional step in this
direction, paralleling the work of others in the recent special issue of Theory
and Society, “Measuring Culture,” especially McDonnell’s (2014) use of
“productive methods”—people actually creating a cultural object
together—as a means of studying “shared automatic cognition and
resonance” that are not readily accessible through other means.
However, beyond cultural sociology, there are many subfields that might
also benefit from an analysis of the ethnographic interview and the cultural
modes it reveals. For instance, ethnographic studies within the sociologies of
economics, labor, and politics might emphasize the disjuncture between multiple interests in different situations or fields rather than between multiple
cultural structures, yet the resulting argument would be quite similar. Lee’s
(2007) study of Chinese labor protests is a perfect example of situating interviews alongside ethnographic fieldwork as a means of showing the complicated and changing nature of economic and political interests as well as
showing how meso-level mechanisms can explain broader social processes.
As Burawoy (2009:30) argues in his defense of sociology as a reflexive
science, “Reflexive science . . . takes context and situation as its points of
departure.” To return to Mills’s (1940) classic article on how to understand
people’s claims, it’s the context that matters in explaining the talk: yet it’s
often talk that helps us to understand the context:
What is reason for one man is rationalization for another. The variable is the
accepted vocabulary of motives, the ultimates of discourse, of each man’s
dominant group about whose opinion he cares. Determination of such groups,
their location and character, would enable delimitation and methodological
control of assignment of motives for specific acts. (:P. 910; italics in the
original)

It is the ethnographic interview’s dialectical commitment to the interactions
between the various cultural modes, including the meso- and macro-levels of
public culture, that help scholars to make such group determinations. This is
also an important distinction between other sociologists’ commitment to
understanding how people change between situations (Lahire 2011; Trouille
and Tavory 2016): While ethnography certainly has access to these changes
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as well, a study of the interaction between distinct modes is not quite the
same thing, and future work on cultural modes can help to clarify these
differences.
The ethnographic interview is not a perfect method, nor is it even necessarily a method in itself: It only becomes an ethnographic interview if it is
part of an immersive project. Ethnographic interviews have the same problems with “representativeness” as many other qualitative methods; social
scientists should use them for purposes of saturation rather than representativeness (Small 2009). Nonetheless, even if ethnography can mean a lot of
things to a lot of people, for many ethnographers, a good amount of our work
is just talking to people. We hope that this article has given some context on
how and why that talk is worthwhile.
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